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Register Now for our Annual Symposium

Recent Advances in Mineralogy:
Pennsylvania and 

Universal Applications  
 

Mineral Collecting Enthusiasts Meet and Learn
 

November 7-8, 2015
Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, PA

Please Register in Advance
 

The Friends of Mineralogy – Pennsylvania Chapter will
hold their 2015 Symposium and field trip on the first weekend
in November.  Mineral collectors in attendance on Saturday
will meet in the Hackman Physical Sciences Building at
Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, PA., to hear five talks
by experts on minerals, geology and mining in Pennsylvania
and beyond.  On Sunday, a field trip for those registered for the
symposium will provide an opportunity for mineral collecting.
 

The program planned for the symposium includes these
presentations:
Michael Stefanic, PG:  Phosphate Minerals in Pennsylvania
Bill Stephens, PG:  Preliminary Evaluation of the Mount
                              Pleasant Mills Wavellite Occurrence
Ron Sloto, PG:  The Geology and Mineralogy of the 
                             Grace Mine
Ian Saginor, PhD:  Volcanic Evolution of Central America
Stan Mertzman, PhD:  Mineralogy of the Surface of Mars
 

All interested mineral collectors are invited to register and
attend.  As usual, select mineral dealers will be present, and
there will be a silent auction of donated specimens, books,
tools, etc. (please donate!); give-away table; and refreshments.
Lunch is available at restaurants within walking distance.
Please see the web site        http://www.rasloto.com/FM/ 
for details, updates, and the registration form.
 

The mineral collecting field trip on Sunday is planned for
a location where a variety of minerals may be available.
Details will be given at the symposium.  The trip is open only
to symposium registrants.  Safety equipment will be required.
 

Registration:  $25 for non-members, $15 for current FM-Pa
members; free for students with student ID.
Please register in advance; a form is included with this
Newsletter, and is available on the web site.  2016 dues may
also be paid using the symposium form.  Professional
Geologists: lecture attendance qualifies for PDHs.
     Contact:  Joe Marchesani
e-mail:   Jmarch06@comcast.net     phone: 609-433-5129

President's Message
  

I'm looking forward to the symposium. We will have a
silent auction and word has it there will be some great
specimens abound. Mineral specimen donations towards the
silent auction are always welcome. Funds from the silent
auction go towards keeping membership prices stable. There
are currently no plans to raise membership prices, and we
want to keep it that way. The silent auction will either end
around lunch or follow lunch, which is a great time to meet
others. There are five speakers, and therefore 5 PDH's
available. Not a bad deal for $15 (members fee)! Two of the
professional presentations are on the wavellite occurrence
that we have all come to know and admire. They should
supplement each other quite well.  From a personal
perspective, I am fascinated by this occurrence and even more
so when I break out the UV light on the stuff... WOW! The
symposium and subsequent field trip to the "newer" Cornwall
collecting locality has come together quite nicely. I am
grateful for the help provided by Tom Pankratz, and the entire
FM-PA board.
 

Tentative field trips for the Spring 2016 season are
Brinton's Quarry and Mount Pleasant Mills. Although these
have not been put together yet, they pend.  There are currently
no field trips planned for Fall 2015 except Cornwall as part of
the Symposium. This year, as was last year it will be a joint
trip with DMS. This joint trip theme is becoming more
common, and seems the way in future trips. There is another
possible joint trip with the New Jersey Chapter (see page 2).
However, field trips could change so keep an eye out, and
your email (if you have one) open.
 

We have time to get ourselves another Fall 2015 field
trip, and Spring 2016 field trip. We're looking for more
collecting trip ideas (localities and contact persons), and
volunteers to coordinate them. In particular, for contacts, we
would like to know who took Bob Buckmoyer's place at
H&K.  Bob was instrumental in helping us collect at
Cornwall, and he is surely missed.  Any assistance here or
help is greatly appreciated.  If you can help with any of this,
please contact me.
 

Keep the chisel down. -Joe
 

PLEASE  SEE  PAGE  2  FOR:       
  Martin Anné         Elections      October 17 field trip
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"Middle Hill" pit, Cornwall.  1922 photo by George H. Ashley, from
Pennsylvania Geological Survey historical photograph collection online.

Field Trip Notice:   Burkholder Quarry 
  Saturday, October 17, 2015

 

Friends of Mineralogy - Pa Chapter has been
invited by our neighbors, the New Jersey Chapter, to
participate in a joint field trip to Burkholder Quarry,
near Ephrata, Lancaster County, PA.   
*** Our participation is contingent upon an FM-Pa
member stepping forward to be in charge of the Pa
Chapter on-site.  If you can do this, please notify Joe
Marchesani as part of your RSVP.  ***
 

FM-Pa members planning to attend must RSVP
to Joe Marchesani: e-mail    <jmarch06@comcast.net>
or if you don’t have e-mail, leave voicemail at 609-433-
5129.  We must have your contact information so that
we may contact you in case of cancellation or changes.
 

The group will meet at the quarry at 8:00 a.m.,
Saturday, October 17.  This is a working quarry and full
safety gear is required.  Please be on time and help make
a success of this joint trip experiment with our new
partners of the New Jersey Chapter.  The site address is:

Martin Limestone Burkholder Quarry
606 Martindale Road   
Ephrata, PA 17522 

  

A writeup on the geology and minerals has been
provided on the Delaware Mineralogical Society web
site: http://www.delminsociety.net/fieldtrips/burkholder.htm  .
The Mindat locality page is at http://www.mindat.org/loc-
220305.html .   The quarry is known for fluorite and
calcite specimens.  The cover of the 2014 FM-Pa
Symposium program featured a photo of small (3-4mm)
fluorite crystals on calcite from Burkholder.
 

Pennsylvania Geological Survey
Photograph Collection Going Online

 

Pennsylvania Geology magazine online (v. 45 no.
2) announces that "Our library personnel have started
scanning the Survey’s photograph collection, and we
are making it available online at
http://contentdm1.accesspa.org/cdm/search/collection/spgsl-photo. "

Elections and Annual Meeting 
 at Symposium

 

FM-PA Chapter will hold a brief Annual Meeting
of the Membership, including elections of candidates for
three-year terms on the Board of Directors, as part of the
Symposium on November 7.  Only paid-up members of
the Chapter may vote in the election.  Candidates are:

Bill Kochanov Dianne Soccio
Ron Sloto Bill Stephens

In Memoriam:  Martin L. Anné
 

We've received the sad news that FM-Pa Life
Member Martin Anné died on September 19th.  Martin was
a very active member, a past Chairman of FM Region 3
(pre-dating the Pa. Chapter), and for many years the keeper
of the list of valid Pennsylvania mineral species.
 

Your reminiscences, stories and photographs of
Martin are requested, for inclusion in a tribute in the
next issue.  Please mail or e-mail them to the Editor (see
p. 8); all materials will be returned if requested.  - Editor

Friends of Mineralogy 
National Newsletter

 

The FM National Newsletter is available at
<http://www.friendsofmineralogy.org/newsletters.html>.
The July 2015 issue (vol. 45, no. 3) includes an
extensive President's Message; the first article in a series
on mineral knowledge 100 years ago; Tsumeb azurites;
contemporary contributors to mineralogy: William W.
Besse, M.S.; new books; chapter reports (including our own
Ron Sloto's article on Texas, Pa.);  and the article on the
China Gem & Mineral Show which is reprinted on pages 3-
7 of this Newsletter.  There’s lots more as well.  
  

National newsletter editor Beth Heesacker invites
articles (as does this Chapter Newsletter).   The next
deadline for the FM National Newsletter is September
28th, and next after that should be December.  - Editor
 

Mining & Industrial Art Show
Continues with Lecture 

 

The James A. Michener Art Museum exhibit Iron
and Coal, Petroleum and Steel: Industrial Art from the
Steidle Collection, featuring 54 paintings loaned by Penn
State’s Earth and Mineral Sciences Museum & Art
Gallery, runs from July 11 to October 25.  Related events
at the museum in Doylestown include a guest lecture on
September 29 by Penn State’s Julianne Snider, assistant
director for exhibits and collections for the Earth and
Mineral Sciences Museum & Art Gallery.  The lecture,
“Steidle’s Vision: Art as Education”, is described at
http://www.michenermuseum.org/events/?id=422 .  Also see
the web site http://www.michenermuseum.org/   - Editor
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Gene Meieran, Alex Schauss and Peter Megaw at the
CGMS Show in China

Photo courtesy of Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wulingyuan [by chensiyuan; “Five Fingers
Peak” in Hunan Province; "quartzite sandstone"] 

380,000 Attend Four-day 3rd Annual 
Gem & Mineral Show in 

Chenzhou, China 
by Alexander Schauss, PhD 

Photos by Nora Chen 
from Friends of Mineralogy National Newsletter,

 vol. 45 no. 3 (July 2015), p. 30-36

A record turnout of 380,000 attended the 3rd Annual
China Gem and Mineral Show (CGMS), held in
Chenzhou, Hunan, China, over a four-day period, from
the 22nd to the 25th of May 2015. This is without a doubt
the largest attendance by far of any gem and mineral
show held in the world to date. The unique person
attendance estimate was over 150,000 visitors. 

Attending the show from the United States as guests of
the Ministry of Land and Resources of Hunan People’s
(Provincial) Government, was Gene Meieran, Sc.D.,
Chair of the University of Arizona Mineral Museum
Advisory Board, Peter Megaw, PhD, Show Chair of the
Tucson Gem & Mineral Show (TGMS), and myself,
representing Friends of Mineralogy.  During our visit we
made five presentations related to minerals, the
evolution and history of major mineral shows around the
world, and our mineralogical interests, at a two-day
open Summit and Education Forum on Minerals, held in
conjunction with the gem and mineral show. 

A mountainous province, Hunan is located on the south
bank of the Yangtze River, in southern China.  It was
the birthplace and early home of Mao Zedong.
Northwestern Hunan is distinguished by the Wulingyuan
Scenic Area that consists of thousands of quartzite
sandstone columns,
t h e  L a n g s h a n
m o u n t a i n s ,
numerous caves
and waterfalls, and
1 7  U N E S C O
World Heritage
s i t e s .  H u n a n
province and the
s u r r o u n d i n g
p r o v i n c e s  o f
G u a n g d o n g ,
Guizhou, Hubei,
J i a n g x i ,  a n d
S i c h u a n  f o r m
C h i n a ’ s  mo s t
i m p o r t a n t
geological zones of
i n t e r e s t .  F o r
e x a m p l e ,  t h e
tungsten-mining
a r e a  o f

Yaogangxian in Chenzhou’s Yizhang County where 308
different mineral species have been identified, some not
found anywhere else in the world. This same area is
China’s largest producer of wolframite ((Fe,Mn)(WO4).
The mines around the town of Shizhuyuan in Chenzhou
Prefecture has had 143 minerals identified. The province
is noted for its stibnite (Sb2S3) mines and specimens
found in the center of the province in the Lengshuijiang
area, noted for its rich deposits of antimony (Sb) that
produce more than 50% of the world’s production. The
region’s graphite crystals account for 70% of the
world’s reserves. Tin ore is mined in Xianghualing,
Linwu County, tungsten ore in Yaogangxian, Yizhang
County, and in Rucheng, Rucheng County. 

Nearly 75 million Chinese live in Hunan Province,
divided into 14 prefectures, 122 counties, and 2576
townships, whose provincial seat is Changsha to the
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Alex Schauss pointing to location of Chenzhou on a map of China’s provinces in the
Baoshan National Mine Park in Guiyang County. 

north, with a population of
over 7 million. 

Beihu is the administrative seat
of Chenzhou Prefecture. The
province and mines around
Chenzhou are well known by
collectors of Chinese minerals,
as the city sits in the middle of
numerous mines that have
yielded an extraordinary
variety minerals for collectors,
still actively producing
specimens for collectors.
Chenzhou with a population of
nearly 5 million is literally
surrounded by mines. 

During our stay in the province
we had the opportunity to visit
the Baoshan ore field (Baoshan
mine), a porphyry, skarn and
vein-type polymetallic deposit,
related to granodiorite
intrusions, rich in antimony (Sb), bismuth (Bi), copper
(Cu), fluorine (F), lead (Pb), magnesium (Mg),
molybdenum (Mo), tungsten (W), and zinc (Zn), located
near the ancient city of Guiyang, in Guiyang County,
Chenzhou Prefecture. The CGMS Organizing
Committee provided us and our translators a remarkable
mine tour open to the public for a very nominal fee that
takes visitors on an underground tour at the Baoshan
National Mine Park, using old rail cars to see over 20
exhibits illustrating, in a Disneyland-style, methods that
were used for the last 2,500 years beginning with the
post-neolithic Xia (ca. 2100-1600 BCE), Shang (ca.
1600-1050 BCE), and Zhou (1046-256 BCE) dynasties,
to extract ore from the mine. The mining technologies
employed during the Han (206 BCE-220 CE), Sui (581-
618 CE), Tang (618-906 CE), and Song and Yuan
dynasties (960-1368 CE), were of particular interest as
one could see how miners worked at the time to mine
the ore and hoist it to the surface for processing. 

As we left the underground mine museum we walked
across the parking lot to see the Baoshan open pit mine,
which in our opinion was as large as any open pit mine
in Arizona, with the caveat that this open pit mine
wasn’t mined with machinery it was mined by hand over
hundreds of years! 

Afterwards we were taken to the Baoshan Mining and
Mineral Museum, part of the National Mine Park, that
utilizes advanced educational displays providing
exhibits that cover virtually every method used in the

recent past and present in mining. The three of us agreed
we could have spent the entire day just in this part of the
museum, which provided English and Chinese signage,
before heading upstairs to see the mineral displays on
the second floor. Unfortunately, we spent so much time
in the underground mine and on then on the main floor
of the museum that by the time we were ready to go
upstairs to see minerals we had to return to Chenzhou to
attend the CGMS. 

When we arrived at the CGMS, the turnout was massive,
or as Gene called it, “historic.” The photo below
illustrates when it looked like when we arrived on day-2
back from the mine and museum tour. 
 
The show’s theme was “The Greatest Mineral and Gem
Exhibition in Asia,” organized by the Hunan provincial
government, the Ministry of Land and Resources, the
China (Chenzhou) Mineral and Gem Show, and its
organizing committees. It was held in the Chenzhou
Convention Center that provides 100,000 sq. meters of
floor space that can accommodate 2,600 booths on two
floors.  Booth space toward the front of the entrance was
provided for overseas exhibitors and dealers, some of
which came from as far as South Africa, Pakistan, India
a and the United States, including The Arkenstone
(Richardson, Texas) and Collector’s Edge Minerals
(Golden, Colorado). There were also quite a few dealers
from the United States walking the show floor, some of
which had attended either the first or
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Parents watch their youngest child’s interest in minerals.
Small minerals especially appeal to younger children.

Record turnout of over 80,000 show up on day-two (Saturday) of the four-day GMS in Chenzhou, Hunan Province. 

Chenzhou Convention Center, Hunan Province, site of the
China Gem and Mineral Show (CGMS). 

second or both CGMS shows that had previously  been
held in Changsha, Hunan Province, and had been
coming to China for years to acquire specimens for their
customers. 

To help traverse the show floor, and converse with
Chinese booth holders, take photos of mineral exhibits,
and talk to attendees, the organizing committee provided
junior-college-level English translators from Xiangnan
University (XNU) in Chenzhou. To assist foreign
English speaking guests, over 100 English translators
volunteered to serve in this capacity studying English at
XNU.

What surprised me was how many young children and
their parents attended the show, not just to look but to
purchase minerals for their children. It was fun watching
the kids use their smart phones to take photos of their
favorite specimens, and then haggle with the dealer on
price. 

The variety of minerals, particularly the size of many on
exhibit or for sale which I called “folk lift specimens”,
was an eye opener wherever one turned, near set-aside
exhibits or in large dealer booths, as illustrated in the
photo below. 
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Babingtonite with prehnite and quartz (~15
cm), Qiaojia, Zhaotong Prefecture, Yuannan
Province, China. 

Purple fluorite (~10 cm) from Yaogangxian
mine, Yaogangxian W-Sn ore field,
Yizhang County, Chenzhou Prefecture,
Hunan Province, China.

Xiangnan University English translator (Nora Chen, photographer) next to “fork lift” size green fluorite crystals on calcite
from Shangbao, Hunan Province, China. 

Other specimens were more
manageable and aesthetically
appealing as illustrated by the
following photos.
 

CGMS’s historic attendance
record was partially due to the
support it received from the
government. To encourage
attendance, the city of Chenzhou
declared a four-day holiday.
Tickets to attend the show were
free if registered in advance
online. All tickets were numbered
se-quentially. Without a ticket,
one had to pay 50 yuan
(~US$8.00) on show days. 
 

Upon entering the convention
grounds, one presented their
ticket to staff at the gate, and then
went through a turn style, which
also kept track of attendance
numbers. This system of
anticipating turnout provided time
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The FM-Pa Chapter Board of Directors met on August 29, 2015; left to right:
Board candidate Bill Stephens; President Joe Marchesani; Board candidate Dianne
Soccio; former Pres. Arnold Mogel; Board member David Glick.   C. Mogel photo.

for organizers to determine what resources were needed
to handle the crowds each day.  Despite such planning
the attendance proved to be overwhelming on Saturday
when they had to stop people at the gate from coming
into the show for much of the day as over 60,000 had
entered the convention center by mid-day. After a while
they opened the gates again, and another 20,000 added
to the day’s total. Both on Saturday and Sunday I saw
lines that stretched over five long city blocks waiting to
attend the show. Unlike crowds to many events I have
witnessed over the years in China, the lines in Chenzhou
were remarkably orderly, a credit to the community and
its citizens. 
 

What about next year’s show? At this time no decision
has been made whether to hold CGMS in Chenzhou or
return it to Changsha, where it was held the first two
years. Changsha has a sizeable regional airport and
connects to major cities in China. To get to Chenzhou,
one flies into either Guanghou Province or Chansha and
then takes a bullet train which whisks you to Chenzhou
from either location at 311 km/hr (~193 miles/hr). It’s a
very pleasant ride that allows one to see the countryside.
Chenzhou does have an airport, however, it has not yet
re-ceived permission to open. If it does, this would make
it much easier for foreign visitors to reach Chenzhou.
Until then, it will be up to the government to decide
which city gets the 4th China Gem & Mineral Show
venue. If it is in Chenzhou again, I’d highly recommend
that if you attend, spend a few extra days before or after
the show, or during the four-day show visiting one of
five destinations near the city related to its geology
and/or mining history. 
 

One tip is to get to the city several days before the show.
Houfu Rare Stone Street has gem and mineral shops as
well as stores that sell ornamental stones, known as
“viewing stones,” very popular in China. One viewing
stone association in China has over 2.5 million
members. Houfu Street is also where one can find
Tongtian, Huanglong, and ink jade.  If seeking fossils,
be mindful that taking any fossil from China is strictly
prohibited. An early visit provides a chance to see
what’s available before many shopkeepers head to the
show to be in their booth or walk the floor. 
 

The city also has three museums: the High-tech Zone
International Nonferrous Metals Museum, the Chenzhou
Geological Science Museum, and the Chenzhou
Minerals and Gem Museum, along with four mine
tourism sites, including: the Wanhuayan Karst Cave;
Feitian Mountain Geological Museum; the mines of
Peizhuyuan; and, Baoshan National Mine Park. 

If the next CGMS brings you to Changsha, the Hunan
Museum of Geology would be well worth visiting in the
Tianxin District of the city.    

     

The Tucson Gem and Mineral Society
proudly presents the

2016 Tucson Gem and Mineral Show®
 

"Shades of Blue: Minerals of the World"
February 11–14, 2016

 

SMG-Tucson Convention Center
 

from their web site http://www.tgms.org/show-2015/ 
 

Exhibits
Our show exhibits provide a rare window into private

and museum collections of the mineral world's stars.  It is with
great pride that the Tucson Gem and Mineral Society and the
Tucson Gem and Mineral Show®  Committee showcase
different treasures each year. 
 

Kids and the Show
The Tucson Gem and Mineral Show® features two

separate annual events that focus on kids.  The Society's
hope is to create an impact on curious young minds, and
share the delight in the science and beauty of minerals and
related earth sciences. 
 

Supporting Mineral and Earth Sciences Organizations
Non-profit mineral and earth sciences organizations

are invited, at no cost to them, to participate at the show.
Each organization staffs their own booth and meets with
the public to share an abundance of information.
 

Saturday Night Program
The Saturday Night Dinner Program on February 13,

2016 will include a silent auction, buffet, awards
ceremony, slide competition awards and a voice auction.
 

Lectures & Seminars
Lectures and seminars are held Thursday through

Sunday of the Show week in the Crystal Ballroom and
Turquoise Ballroom at the SMG-Tucson Convention
Center. They are open to the public and free of charge.
 

Show Retail Dealers
There are an estimated 250 retail dealers sharing the

Exhibition Hall and the Arena areas of the Tucson
Convention Center. An unparalleled variety of mineral,
fossil, jewelry, lapidary crafts and related publications are
presented under one roof.
 

School Visits
The Society and the Show Committee invite

approximately 3,000 Arizona elementary school students
from grades 3-5 to attend the Tucson Gem and Mineral
Show® free of charge with their teachers and chaperones.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Sept. 26-27, 2015: Franklin-Sterling Hill Mineral, Gem
& Jewelry Show, by FOMS & Franklin Mineral
Museum.  Franklin Borough School, 50 Washington
Ave., Franklin NJ.  Sat. 9-5, Sun. 10-4.
http://spmom3.wix.com/franklin-gem-mineral
October 1-3, 2015: Mineral & Fossil Yard Sale by Tom
Smith, 10 Roger Av., Shippensburg PA.  Thurs. 6 p.m. -
8 p.m., Fri 8-1 and 6-8, Sat 8 a.m. - 1 p.m., or by appt.  
100+ flats of specimens.  2.1 mi from center of town on
Earl St Extended (Rt 696 heading N/W) past
Shippensburg Univ.  Ph. 717-552-6554,
tsmith1012@comcast.net
October 3, 2015: Autumn Mineralfest, by Penna. Earth
Sciences Ass’n.  Macungie Memorial Park, Poplar St.,
Macungie PA.  Sat. only, 8:30-3:00. 
www.mineralfest.com
October 24, 2015:  Ultraviolation  - Fluorescent minerals
show by Rock & Mineral Club of Lower Bucks County.
First United Methodist Church, 840 Trenton Road,  Fairless
Hills, PA, 9a.m. – 5 p.m.  Door Prizes, vendors, food, fun! 
http://rockandmineralclub.wix.com/lowerbuckscountypa
 

October 31, 2015: (Note this correct date)  South Penn
Fall Rock Swap, by CPRMC & Franklin Cty RMC. 
South Mountain Fairground, 1.5 mi W of Arendtsville
PA on Rt 234. Sat. only, 8:30-3:00. For GPS, use
address:  615 Narrows Road, Biglerville, PA 17307. 
General admissions $1.00/person.  Table for Swappers
$5.00/table.  Contact:  tsmith1012@comcast.net
November 7-8, 2015: Friends of Mineralogy - PA
Chapter Symposium (Nov. 7, Lancaster, PA) & Field
Trip (Nov. 8).  See page 1.

 

 

DONATIONS WELCOMED
The FM-PA Chapter is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization;
donations are gratefully accepted and may be deducted
from your federal income tax.  Donations of any size help
to offset the general operating costs of the Society,
helping to keep dues low.

 

From the Editor
David Glick

      THANK YOU to everyone who has been providing material
for the Newsletter!  Everyone else - join the fun!  Please
provide materials for the next issue by December 15, 2015.
Feel free to contact me at xidg@verizon.net, or 814-237-1094
days and evenings.  Mail can be sent to 209 Spring Lea Dr.,
State College PA 16801.
    

Materials related to Pennsylvania mineralogy, collecting
or collectors are invited for this newsletter: articles, long or
short; announcements from FM-PA committees; photographs
of specimens, field localities, collections, etc.; reports on
publications about PA minerals or by PA authors, or actual
book reviews; or other items within the mineralogy and
mineral collecting areas of interest.  Photographs should be of
good resolution (1000 pixels across) without much JPEG
compression, so that they will look good in print.  Please
provide captions including photographers’ names.
 

We are producing four issues each year; your
material is needed to make them worthwhile!.  If you
know people who have interesting material, please
encourage them to submit it.

FM on the WWW

Please explore the FM-PA web site at 
www.rasloto.com/FM/

National News
National FM newsletters, links to other chapters, and

much more can be found on their web site: 
www.friendsofmineralogy.org

Friends of Mineralogy Pennsylvania Chapter     Directory of Officers
 

OFFICERS and BOARD OF DIRECTORS members
 

President Joe Marchesani   Jmarch06@comcast.net (609) 433-5129
Vice President 
Treasurer Ron Sloto rasloto@aol.com (610) 469-0626
Secretary 
 
COMMITTEE CHAIRS
 

Membership Chair Ron Sloto rasloto@aol.com (610) 469-0626
Symposium Chair 
Field Trip Chair 
Web Manager Ron Sloto rasloto@aol.com (610) 469-0626
Newsletter Editor  David Glick xidg@verizon.net (814) 237-1094
Grants Chairman David Saja   geo.rx.david@gmail.com (216) 231-4600 x3229

   Curator, Cleveland Museum of Natural History 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 

William Kochanov wkochanov@pa.gov (717) 702-2033 M—F, 8-4
David Glick xidg@verizon.net (814) 237-1094

 

Friends of Mineralogy Pennsylvania Chapter Web Site:     http://www.rasloto.com/FM


